Aim of WP 9:2 Reviewing existing tourism policies from an Indigenous peoples perspective
Progress; Gulahallan ja ságastallan (communication and conversation)
Draft has been distributed to Sámi communities

Progress since November 2021

Has been distributed to Sámi communities.

Progress since November 2021:

- Draft has been circulated among Sámi communities.
- The progress since November 2021 is being updated.

Sámi communities have received the draft and are working on their input and feedback.

Additional information:

- The Sámi Language Advisory Board has been actively engaged in the process.
- There have been meetings and discussions with Sámi organizations and communities.

For more information, please visit the following websites:

- Sámi organization website
- Sámi language advisory board website

Contact information:

- Name: [Name]
- Email: [Email]
- Phone: [Phone]

Additional resources:

- Sámi language resources
- Sámi culture and traditions
- Sámi organizations

Follow us on social media for updates and news.

#Sámi #Draft #Community #Progress
Ways forward

- Workshop with sámi communities in November 2022
- Graphic design spring 2023
- Presentation to the National federation of Swedish Sámi (SSR) summer 2023
Beyond what WP 9 is expected to deliver

- AECO is willing to allow the O-VART (Off-Vessel Risk Assessment Tool) app to be adapted or modified to the needs that tourist companies active in Sápmi may have.

- The Sami Council is interested in taking responsibility, and to develop content to the app aimed to function as an Risk Assessment Tool for guides and tourist companies active in Sápmi.
That’s all, thank you 😊

Niklas Labba
n.labba@gmail.com